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All rings in this paper are assumed to be commutative with 1 and all 
modules finitely generated. 
Let B be a discrete Hodge algebra over a.ring A. By definition this 
means that B=R/I where R=A[XI ..... X,,] and I is an ideal in R 
generated by monomials. T. Vorst showed in 1-12] that thebehavior of 
projective modules over such B is very similar to the case of an ordinary 
polynomial ring in the following sense: If all projective modules over any 
polynomial ring with ground ring A are, extended from A, then every pro- 
jective module over a discrete Hodge algebra over A is extended from A. 
Let B be a discrete Hodge algebra over a Noetherian ring A and P a 
projective module over B. S. Mandal proved in [7] that if rank P~> 
dim B/> dim A + 1 then 
(i) P has the cancellation property, i.e., for every B-module Q 
B(DP~_B@Q implies P~Q. 
(ii) P has a unimodular element, i.e., 
P~B@Q for another B-module Q. 
But if B is a polynomial ring over A, then it is sufficient o assume 
rankP>~dimA+l  in order to get both of these properties. For the 
existence of unimodular elements this is a result of Bhatwadekar and Roy 
in [3]; the cancellation property for projective modules over polynomial 
rings was proved by R. A. Rao in [9]. A highly original and independent 
solution of both of these problems was given by H. Lindel in [6]. 
Also in view of Vorst's result mentioned above, Mandal asked if this 
lower bound for the rank already implies the properties (i) and (ii). In this 
paper we will give an affirmative answer to his question. Moreover, under 
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some additional conditions we will prove (i) also in the case rank P>_- 
dim A, quite in the spirit of a result for polynomial rings, see 1-13]. 
Bhatwad-ekar nd Mandal showed in I-2] that automorphisms of projec- 
tive modules of large rank can be lifted in respect o surjections of the type 
A1,X] --* A. In the third section we will extend this to "natural" surjections 
between discrete Hodge algebras, while in the second we will show which 
functors preserve this kind of surjections. 
Besides the aforementioned answers to Mandars question we will also 
derive the following more surprising result in the last section: 
THEOREM. Let B be a discrete lfodge algebra over a Noetherian 
d-dimensional ring .4 and P a projective module over B. Write B as R/I, 
where I is generated by mononzials hz R = A [XI ..... Xn]. I f  either rank P >/ 
d+ l or rank P>~d and l/d! cA,  then there exists a projective R-module Q 
such that 
Q/IQ "~ P. 
In view of Vorst's result one could expect that this is true without the 
assumption about the rank: 
Question. Let R=A[X I  ..... X.] ,  A a Noetherian d-dimensional ring, 
and P a projective module over R/I where I is an ideal generated by 
monomials. Does there exist a projective module Q over R such that 
Q/IQ ~ P? 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let A be a ring and J an ideal in A. As usual we write GL,(A) for the 
group of invertible n x n-matrices over A and SL,(A) for the subgroup of 
GL,(A) consisting of matrices with determinant 1. We consider GL,(A) as 
a subgroup of GL,+ I(A) with respect o the homomorphism 
We denote by GL,(A, J) the kernel of the homomorphism 
GL,(A) ~ GL,(A/J). 
Let M be a module over A. AutA(M) is the group of all A-automorphisms 
and Auta(M, J) is the kernel of the homomorphism 
Auta(M) --, Auta/j(M/JM). 
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By EL~(A~)M,J) we deduce the subgroup of Aut,(AO)M) that is 
generated by all automorphisms 
(1oO ) o) 
idM m idM ' 
where tp~HomA(M, A), a e J, and m eM. Instead of EL t (A~)M,A)we 
write also EL1(A @M). 
Every subgroup G of Aut.4(M) acts on 
Um(M) = {me M : ~o E Homa(M, A) such that q~(m) = I } 
in the natural way. If two elements m, p E M lie in the same orbit in respect 
to G, we write 
m ,~ p. 
Um~(A@M,J) is the set of all (a ,m)eUm(A~M)  such that ae l+ J ;  
and Um(A@M,J) if, in addition, meJM. We set Umr(A)=Um(A' )  
and similarly Umr(A,J) and Um~(A,J). By E~(A,J) we denote 
EL I(A 0)A'-~, J) and E,(A)= E~(A, A} is as usual the group of elemen- 
tary matrices. Note that if v, w e Um,(A) and if G is a subgroup of GLr(A), 
then 
0 "" W 
G 
means that wt ~ G- v'. If J is generated by one element J = sA, then we write 
also Um(A @ M, s) instead of Um(A 0) M, J) and similarly for all sets and 
groups defined above. 
As usual, we denote by Ko(A) the Grothendieck group of A and Pic(A) 
is the group of isomorphism classes of projective A-modules of rank 1. 
2, FUNCTORIAL SURJECTIONS BETWE.EN DISCRETE HODGE ALGEBRAS 
Let B be a discrete Hodge algebra over A, B=R/I where 
R=A[XI .... ,X , ]  and I is an ideal generated by monomials and r~>3. 
T. Vorst showed in [ I2]  that if SL,(T)= E,(T). SL,(A) for all polynomial 
rings'T over A, then also SLr(B)= E,(B). SL,(A). 
In this section we show that this can be generalized to the statement that 
the map 
SL,(R) ~ SL,(R/I) 
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is surjective. Similar results will be proved for some other functors, mainly 
Pie and Ko. 
We recall the following construction of Milnor. 
Given a cartesian diagram of rings 
A ~A 1 
1 1 
h 
A2 ' Ao 
where J2 is a surjective map. If P is a projective A-module, then the above 
diagram induces 
P ~ PI 
1 [ 
Pz ' Po 
where we denote P| Ak by Pk, k=0, 1, 21 Milnor showed in 1-8, Sect. 2] 
that this diagram is also cartesian. Furthermore, we have the "Mayer- 
Vietoris" exact sequences 
and 
I ~ A* - - ,  A*~A*- - ,  A*  
---, Pic(A) --* Pic(A , )O Pie(A 2) --+ Pic(Ao) 
K,(A) ~ Kt(A,) 9 K,(A2) --* Kt(Ao) 
- - ,  Ko(A ) --, Ko(A, ) ~ Ko(A 2) --' Ko(A o). 
Similar to Mandars technique in [7, Theorem 3.2], these properties imply 
the following statements. 
PROPOSITION 2,1. Given a cartesian square of rhlgs with J2 surjective and 
a projective ,4-module P. Then, with the notations as above 
(i) I f  AutA,(P2)--* AutA0(Po) is surjective, then so is AutA(P)--+ 
AutAI(PI). 
(ii) I f  AutA,(P2)--*Aut,40(Po) is surjective and Q| 
k = 1, 2, for another projective A-module Q, then P'~-Q. hl particular, if Pt 
and P2 have the cancellation property, then so does P. 
(iii) Let, in-addition, Jl be surjective. I f  Um(P2)---,Um(Po) is 
surjective, then so is Um(P) --* Um(PI). 
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Proof. Let now a sAuta~(Pn) and denote by ao the image of a in 
Aut.40(Po). Since ao can be lifted to a2 ~ Auta,(P2), we obtain the following 
commutative diagram 
' P l  
,-Po 
Such a It exists due to the universal property of a cartesian diagram. 
Because a, ao, and cr 2 are isomorphisms and It is uniquely defined, tt itself 
must be an isomorphism. 
Now consider a Q which fulfills the assumption i  claim (ii). By Qk we 
denote again Q| Ak for k=0,  1, 2. There exist isomorphisms 
Qk ~,t 'Pk for k=l ,  2. 
Let Qo "~' Po be the image of Ilk and let cc be a lift of ~=vl .v{  I in 
Auta2(P2). Then we have the following commutative diagram 
a ; at  
I ~-p ~'~Pl 
P2' Qo~ 
Similar to (i), we receive an isomorphism ? and this proves the third 
claim. 
Let now pl~Um(Pt). We can find p2~Um(P2) whose image in Po 
equals the image of p~. Therefore, there exists peP  whose image in Pk 
equals Pk, k=l ,2 .  Choose :k~Homak(Pk, Ak) such that ~k(p~)=l, 
k= 1, 2. Since i2 is also surjective, we find ~pk~Homa(P) that lifts ~bk, 
k = 1, 2. Thus, we have the equation in A 
~o~(p) - ~o~(p). ~P2(P) + ~%(P) = I 
and therefore, peUm(P).  | 
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Let now J be an ideal generated by monomials in R= A[X~ ..... X,,]. 
Denote by gen(J) the set of all monomials in J that are not divisible by any 
other monomial in J, see I'4, Sect. 1-]. We define the number 
mon(J) = ~ deg(f)  and 
fE gen(J) 
where deg is as usual the total degree of  a 
can consider for two monomials h and g in 
l.c.m.(h, g), and it holds 
hR c~ gR = l.c.m.(h, 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let ~ be a covariant 
Consider for m O, cartesian diagram of rings 
A ~ A t 
1 1 
h 
A2 ' Ao 
where Jt and J2 are surjective, the hzduced iagram 
9 -~ (A)  , o~(A i )  
I 1 
~(A~) , ~(Ao) 
mon(O)  = -~ ,  
polynomial. Furthermore, we 
R the least common multiple, 
g)R. 
fimctor from rhlgs to groups. 
(,) 
(**) 
Assume that the followbtg properties hold: 
(i) I f  ~(A2)--* ~(Ao) is surjective, so is .~(A)--. o~(Ai). 
(ii) I f  j2 splits, then (**) is cartesian. 
Then, if R = A[XI ..... X,] and J is an ideal h~ R generated by square free 
monomials, the natural map 
~(R)  ~ o,~(R/J) 
is surjeetive. 
Proof Let I be an ideal in R generated by square free monomials and 
h a square free monomial in R. It suffices to show that the map 
g(R/ l )  -* ~(R/ I  + hR) 
is surjective. 
First, we consider the case I=  O. We can clearly assume that 
h=Xi . . .X ,  
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for a k, 2 ~< k ~< n. We have the cartesian diagram 
x /x , . . ,  xk R , R /x , . . .  x~ R 
1 1 
R/X,R , R/X~. . .X~R+XIR 
which fulfills the assumption (ii). Let ct~o~(R/X~ ""XkR). Per induction 
over k, we find a lift fl in ,~-(R) for the image of ct in o~(R/X2...XkR). 
After replacing ct by the product of ,c~ and the image of fl-~ in 
o~(R/X~ ... XkR), we can assume that ct lies in the kernel of the map 
~(RIX ,  . . .  xk R) - ,  o~(RIX~ .. .  xk R). 
Let ), be the image of c~ in ~(R/X~R). Because the following diagram 
commutes 
R/X~...X~R , R/X2.. .XkR 
1 1 
R/X ! R ~ R/X2"'" Xk R + X I R 
1 1 
R , RIX~ ...  XkR 
the image of ct in o~(R), say z, lies in the kernel of the map 
o~(R) --, ~(R/X2- . -  Xk R). 
ct is uniquely defined by its images in o~(R/X2...XkR) and o~(R/X~R). 
Therefore, z is a lift of ct. 
We consider now the general case, i.e., I:r If the set gen(1) consists 
only of monomials of degree I, then the claim follows from the case I = 0. 
Therefore, we can assume that there is a monomial f~gen( l )  such that 
deg(f)/> 2. Furthermore, after renaming the variables if necessary, we can 
assume that X~ divides f, but not h. We consider the following diagrams 
R/I ~ R]I + gR 
R/I + X~ R , R/I + X~ R + gR 
where g = l.c.m.(s, h) and s =f/X~. 
R/I + gR , R/I + hR 
R/I + sR , R/I  + hR + SR 
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We have 
( l+gR)c~(I+X~R)=I+l.e.m.(g, X~)R see [4, Sect. 4] 
Because also 
409 
= 1 + gX 1 R 
=I 
since g is not divisible by X~ 
by definition of g. 
(I + hR) c~ (I + sR) = I + l.c.m. (h, s) I~= I + gR, 
the diagrams (1) and (2) are cartesian. Furthermore, we have 
mon(l+ Xt R) < mon(1) because deg(f) >i 2 
mon(l + sR) < mon(1) because deg(s) < deg(f). 
Per induction over mon(1), we conclude that the maps 
.~(R/I + X, R) ~ .~(R/I + X, R + gR) 
and 
~(R/ I  + sR) ~ ~(R/ I  + hR + sR) 
are surjective. B2/assumption (i) this implies that 
.~(R/I)--* ~(R / I  + gR) 
and 
~(R/ I  + gR) ~ o~(R/I + hR) 
are surjective and this establishes the claim. | 
Let W E and W denote the symplectic Witt groups, notations as in [11 ]. 
The next theorem extends Vorst's result in [12, Theorem4.4] to 
arbitrary rings. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A be any rhlg and Jan  ideal in R=A[X!  .... ,X , ]  
generated by square free monomials. Then the natural map 
R ~ R/J 
hlduces urjection~ for each of the fimctors GL,, SL,, Pic, Ko, Kl, tl~, 
and IV. 
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We only have to show that the assumptions of Proposiiion 2.2 
A )A  I 
I I j' 
A2 J' Ao 
(,) 
be a cartesian diagram, where Ji and J2 are surjective. We have the exact 
sequence 
1r -, Ko(A,)~ Ko(A2)--, Xo(Ao) 
which implies property (i). If Jl splits, then we have in addition that the 
first map of this sequence is injective; and this settles the second assump- 
tion. The case Pic follows analogously. 
By considering its entry of a matrix, it is easy to see that the diagram 
GL,(A ) , GL,(A,) 
1 1 
GL,(A2) ) GL,(Ao) 
is cartesian. Especially, we can apply Proposition 2.2. For SL, the same is 
valid. 
Because the case K 1 is implied by GL,, only the cases of the symplectic 
Witt groups remain. Suppose that two alternating matrices with Pfaffian 1, 
~SL,(AI ) ,  and fl~SL,(A2), are given such that 
fl=6 . ~.6', 
where 6eE,(Ao) and - denotes the image in Ao. We can lift 6 to an 
elementary matrix a over A2. Gluing a.~.a'  and /~ gives an alternating 
matrix over A with Pfaffian 1. Therefore, we have the exact sequence 
WE(A) --, WE(A, ) ~ WE(A 2) --, W~(Ao). 
In particular, property (i) in Proposition 2.2 holds for WE. If j2 splits, then 
we want to show that the map 
W~(A) ~ W~(A,)O W~(A,) 
is injective. Let a be an alternating matrix over A with Pfaffian 1 such that 
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the image of c~ in We(A) lies in the kernel of this map. By replacing ~ by 
c~ ~ Zr where 
9 times 
Z,=ZI  @ "'" ~Z i  
and 
we can assume that 
7.1 = 'o) 
61" ~," 6~ = ~ for i = 1, 2, 
where ~i denotes the image of c~ m SL2,(Ai) and 6~eEz,(Ai). Because we 
can lift fij to an element in E2,(A), we can assume that cq =Z,. Moreover, 
since J2 splits, we can request hat 
I _ _  
62 "0~2"62-- ~s ,
where 62 ~ E2,(A2) lies in the kernel of 
SL2,(A2) ~ SL2,(Ao). 
Gluing 62 with 12~ e E2,(AI) gives actually an element in E2,(A), see, for 
example, [12, Theorem 2.1(ii)]. Therefore, we can also assume that ~2 = Z, 
and this settles the claim. 
For the case of IV note that we have the following commutative diagram 
WE(R) , t~(R/J)  
1 1 
w(R)  , w(R/ J )  
where the vertical maps are surjective. As shown above, the upper map is 
also surjective, hence so is the lower map. II 
Remark 2.4. If I is an ideal generated by monomials in 
R=A[XI  ..... X,,], for every f=X~l . . .X~e l ,  Jl .... ,j,>~O we consider a 
monomial by replacing all J i>/I  by 1. This construction gives us a natural 
surjection 
R/I " , R/J, 
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where J is an ideal generated by square free monomials uch that the 
kernel of rc is nilpotent. Let P and Q be projective R/I-modules. Because 
P/(J/I) P ~ Q/(J/I) Q implies P ~ Q, 
we obtain that the maps 
Ko(R) ~ Ko(R/I ) and Pic(R) --* Pie(R/I) 
are also surjective. 
It is easy to see that in fact SL,(R/I, J / l ) c  E,(R/I), see, for example, 
[12, Sect. 3], and this implies that the map 
SL,(R) --. SLy(R/I) 
is surjective. Note, that this is not true for GL,, compare [12, Remark 3.1]. 
3. AUTOMORPtlISMS OF PROJECTIVE MODULES OVER 
DISCRETE HODGE,ALGEBRAS 
In this section we want to extend the results in [2, 13] about lifting of 
automorphisms of projective modules in respect o surjections of the type 
A IX] --* A to surjections of discrete Hodge algebras. 
We recall a result from [13]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a Noetherian rflTg and P be a projective module 
over R = A [X~,..., Xn] with constant rank r. Then there exists an s ~ A such 
that the followhtg conditions hoM: 
(1) P, is free. 
(2) There exist Pl ..... p, E P and ~l ..... ~r ~ Hom R(P, R) such that for 
all l<~i,j<~r 
s, for i= j  
~i(Pj): 0, otherwise. 
(3) sP=piR+ ... +p ,R .  
(4) Tile flnage of s hz A,ee is a non-zero-divisor. 
(5) (0 : sR) = (0 : s~R). 
I f  dim A = 0, we can choose s = 1. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let A be a Noetherian rhlg and P be a projective module 
over R = A IX1 ..... X . ]  with constant rank r >~ max(l, dim A ). Let s be all 
element f rom A as in Lemma 3.1. Then for  any k, 1 <~ k <<. n, 
ELI(R 2 ~) P, s2 X l ) c~ AutR(R 2 O) P, s2 X! ' ' '  Xk ) 
acts transitively on Um(R 2 G) P, s2Xl . . .  Xk). 
Proof  Let (f, q) ~ Urn(R2@ P, S2Xl . . .  Xk). For certain Co ..... c, e R we 
have the equation 
q=coPo+ ""  +c ,p , ,  
where po=(1 ,  O)eRO)P  and Pl ..... Pr are chosen as in Lemma3.1. 
Furthermore, we can choose the elements c~ ..... Cr such that (f, Co ..... c,) 
lies in 
Um ~ + 2(R, s 2 ) c~ Um,+ 2(R, sX I . . .  Xk ). 
Applying [13, Proposition 2.5] gives 
(f~ C O . . . .  , Cr) E~+2{~.s2XI) (1, 0 ..... 0). 
Let us denote the subgroup of E~+2(R, s2X~) generated by E~+2(R, s3Xt) 
and E~(R, sZXl) by T. We want to show that there also exists a f ie Tsuch 
that ( f  c o ..... Cr) maps onto (1, 0 ..... 0) under ft. For this purpose, it is 
sufficient o prove the following claim. 
Clahn. If (g, go ..... gr)E Um~+z(R , s2X~), then the following holds for 
every a e s2Xl R and i, 0 ~< i ~< r, 
(g, go ..... g') 7 (g + ag,, go .... , g,). 
For i=0 this is true by definition of T. Otherwise, by [13, Lemma 2.1] 
we obtain 
(g, go ..... gr) "7 (g + ago, go, ..., g,) 
(g+ago,  go -g i  ..... g,), 
because g and s3X~ are comaximal in R. Thus, 
(g, go ..... g') 7 (g+ago,  go- -g ,  ..... gr) 
"7 (g + agi, go ..... g,), 
and this settles the claim. 
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We find a fle T such that 
f l -  ( f ,  Co . . . .  , c , ) '  = ( I ,  0,  ..., 0) ' .  (,) 
If we define inductively for i, 1 .<< i<~k, 
(~i = 0~1-- l( X l  = 0)  -1  "(~i- i with ao=fl, 
then ot~ Tc~ GL~+2(R, X~ ...X~) and cq solves also the equation (.). 
Let now a* denote the image of ~k .under the map defined in [13, 
Lemma 4.2] with N=diag[ l ,  l ,s  ..... s ]eR  ~'+2''+2~. Since this map is an 
homomorphism, the definition of T implies 
a~' ~ ELI(R 2 0 P, s2XI) c~ AutR(R2 (~ P, Xt--- Xk) 
and moreover, ~ff maps (f, q) onto (1, 0). Because q~s2R@s2p,  it follows 
from the definition of ELt(R 2 ~) P, s2X~)-transformations that actually 
ak* E AutR(R 2 @ P, s2Xt ... Xk) 
and this establishes the claim. | 
For a module 3t over a ring A we denote by ELe(A @M) the set of 
all tL~Auta(A@M)  for which a free A-module F exists such that 
I t@idre .EL~(A@M@F) .  It is easily seen that EL . (A(gM)  is in fact a 
group. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let P, R, s, and k be as in Lemma 3.2 and set if,= R/s2R 
and P = p/s2p. Then the natural map 
ELe(R(~ P)c~AutR(R (~ P, X~ .. " Xk) 
ELo(  R O P )n  Aut ~( R ~ P, Xi "" Xk) 
is surjective. 
Proof Let F~ELo(R(3P)nAut~(R@P , X~.. .Xk).  We denote by - 
again modulo s 2. There exists a free R-module Fand a/3~ ELt (R@P(3F)  
that maps onto l ,@id r. Let Q be a R-module such that P@Q is free and 
fix an isomorphism 
P~FE)  Q ~ ' R m. 
We set a = id R @ 7 and a = a . (fl @ id o ) . a - I. Clearly, a e E,, + I ( R ) and 
8E E.,+ i(R) c~ GL,,,+ i(R, XI " "" Xk). 
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If we define inductively for i, I <~ i ~< k, 
Oli=Oll_l'Oli_l(.~i=O) -1 with ~o = ct, 
then ct i ~ E,, + ~(R) n GLm + ~(R, X~ ... Xi) and ffi = ft. Therefore, 
tr- l  "~k" trO idt.e ELI(R (~ P0) G) n Aut R(R O P~ G, XI.--Xk) 
and maps onto It 9 ida, where the free module FO Q O P is denoted by G. 
Thus, it is sufficient o prove the following. 
Clahn. If i t~  1,,, lifts to an veEL~(RO)PO)R" )nAutR(RO)P@R" ,  
X I . . .Xk)  for a m~> 1, then so does l~)1, ,_1.  
Let (ao, q ,a  ~ ..... a,,) be the image of (0 ..... 0, 1) under v in R(~P~)R ' .  
Set Q = P(~ R m- ~. Then we have 
(am, ao, q, al ..... a,,_ i ) ~ Urn( R2 ~) Q, s2Xl "'" Xk) 
and applying Lemma 3.2 gives 
~((am, ao, q, al, ..., am- I ) )= (1, 0 ..... 0) 
for a ~ ~ AutR(R2~ Q, s2Xl . . .Xk )n  EL I (RZ~Q) .  The map 
R20Q ~ , R~QOR 
defined by a((a, b, p)) = (b, p, a) induces the group homomorphism 
AutR(RZ0)Q) "" , AutR(R(DQG)R)  
with tr*(~,) = tr-),- a -  ~. It is easy to show that automorphisms of the type 
id e . and id e 
9 0 
lie in EL~(ROQ~)R)  and we obtain the map by restriction 
EL I (R2~Q)  ," ,EL t (R0)QOR) .  
Therefore, we can find 
cr e ELI(R ~ Q ~ R) n Aut/r ~) Q 9 R, s2Xi ... Xk) 
481/150~'2-1! 
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such that 
where ~ is clearly a lift of / t@ 1,,_ I e AutR(R~) Q, xj  ..-Xk). Furthermore, 
since v~EL~(R~)Q), the same is true for ~ and this settles the claim. II 
In [13] it was shown that for a projective module P over a polynomial 
ring with large rank EL~(R@P, X~) acts transitively on Um~(ROP,  Xt). If 
we replace X~ by a product of variables, we can prove a similar result. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let A be a Noetherian rhtg and P a projective module 
over R=A[X I  ..... X,] ,  rankP~>max(2, d imA+l ) .  Then for ever), k, 
1 <~k~n, 
EL~(R~) P)c~AutR(R~ P, Xi "" Xk) 
acts transitively on Um(R ~) P, XI - - -  Xk). 
Proof If A can be written as a finite product of rings A = A ~ x .-- x A,, 
then this induces also products R=Rj  x ... xR ,  and P= P~ x --. xP , .  
We have the same assumption for each Rcmodule P,-, i=  1 ..... r. If the 
claim is true for every P ,  then it also holds for P. Therefore, we can 
assume that P has constant rank. 
We induct over dim A. Let ( f  p) e Um(R @ P, X i . . .  Xk). We can choose 
seA,  Pl ..... p rep  and ~bl ..... f f ,~HomR(P,R)  with the properties from 
Lemma 3.1, where r=rank  P. If s is not a unit, we apply the induction 
hypothesis to (f, 15), where - denotes modulo s z. That means we find 
It ~ EL~(R 0) P) n Aut,~(R ~) P, X l - - .  gk) 
such that It maps (f, p) onto (1, 0). In view of Lemma 3.3 we can lift It to 
an element in 
ELe(R@ P) c~AutR(RO P, X~ .--Xk). 
Therefore, we can assume that 
( f  p) e Um(R~ P, s2Xl... Xk) 
and this also includes the case, if s is 
dim A = 0. 
Choose ci ..... e, eXt . . .XkR for which 
a unit; in part icular the case 
p=clp l  + ... +c,p,. 
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Then (f, c I ..... c,)eUm~+l(R, s2Xl "' 'Xk) and according to [13, Proposi- 
tion 2.5], there exists an ~ E~+ t(R, sZXt) such that 
o~.(f, c, ..... e r ) '=  ( l ,  0 ..... 0)'. (*) 
If we define inductively for i, 1 ~< i~< k, 
co; = ~,_  l (X ;  = 0) -  i .~ ._  l with c%-- a, 
then ~k ~ E~ + ~(R, s2Xt) c~ GL, + I(R, XI ... Xk) and'ak solves also the equa- 
tion (,). Denote by ~ '  the image of ~k under the map defined in [13, 
Lemma4.2] with N=diag[ l , s  ..... s ]~R ~'+~''+~ Since this map is an 
homomorphism, 
ct* 6 ELI(R 9 P, X~) c~ AutR(R @ P, X~... Xk) 
and ct* maps ( f ,p)  onto (1,0). I 
Let A be a Noetherian ring and R=A[X~ ..... An]. Suslin showed in [10, 
Theorem 6.3-1 that for r~> max(2, dim A + 1) 
ELe(R (i) R') = E,+ I(R)., 
Unfortunately, it is not clear--also in the case n = O--if this generalizes to 
arbitrary projective modules, because this would apply to Proposition 3.4. 
Question. Let R=A[Xt  ..... An] for a Noetherian ring A and let P be 
a projective R-module, rank P>/max(2, dim A + 1). Does the equation 
hold 
EL~(R ~ P) = EL~(R 9 P)? 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let A be a d-dimensional Noetherian ring, I/d! ~ A, 
and P a projective module over R=A[X  l ..... X,,], rank P~>max(2, d). 
Then for ever), k, l <~k<<.n, AutR(RO)P, X I . . .Xk )  acts transitively on 
Um(R E) P, X~---Xk). 
Proof. In view of Proposition 3.4 we can assume that P has constant 
rank d i> 2. 
Let (f, p) E Um(R 9 P, XI --" Xk). We can choose s~ A, Pt ..... Pa E P and 
~bl ..... ffae HomR(P, R) with the properties from Lemma 3.1. If s is not a 
unit, we denote by - the image modulo s 2. Applying Proposition 3.4 gives 
lt~ ELe(R  ~ P)c~Aut ~(Ke  fi, X~ ... Xk) 
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such that p maps (jr, 15) onto (1, 0). In view of Lemma 3.3 we can lift p to 
an clement in 
ELo(R @ P) r~ Aut R(R O P, Xt . "  X~). 
Therefore, we can assume that 
( f  p) ~ Um(R ~ P, s2Xm... X , )  
and this also includes the case, if s is a unit. 
For q = p - fp  we have the equation 
q= et p~ + " ' '+Capr i  
such that (f, et, ..., Ca) ~ Uma+ ~(R, s2Xt ... Xk). In view of Proposition 4.1 
there exists an r GLa+ ~(R, s2X~) such that 
~. (f, c, ..... c~) '= ( l ,  0, ..., 0)'. ( . )  
If we define inductively for i, 2 ~< i ~< k, 
[Xi=tXi_l(Xi=o)-l'[~i_l with ctl = ct, 
then ~k e GL,t+ t(R, sZXt ... Xk) and ct k solves also the equation (.). Denote 
by r the image of ak under the map defined in [13, Lemma 4.2] with 
N = diag[ 1, s ..... s] e R (a+ ~" d+ ~). Since this map is a homomorphism, 
c~ ~ Autk(RO P, XI 9 . .X,)  
and a~' maps (f, q) onto (1, 0). Finally, we have 
( f , )  --, (f, q) P Autt~(R~)P, XI...3(n) 
( i ,o )  
AutM R (~'~. X l --- Xn) 
and this settles the claim. | 
Now we can prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let I c J be two ideals hi R = A IX  1 ..... X , ]  generated by 
square free monomials where A is a Noetherian d-dimensional ring. Let P be 
a projective module over R[L I f  either rank P>~d+ 1 or rank P,>~d and 
l/d! e .4, then the natural map 
Auts / t (P)  ~ AutR/ j (P/ JP)  
with 3 = J / l  is surjective. 
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Proof Writing J= I+h~R+ ... +hkR where the hi's are square free 
monomials, it is clearly sufficient to prove the theorem in the case k = 1, 
i.e., J= l+'hR where h is a square free monomial. The case I=0 follows 
as in the proof of [13, Corollary3.4-] due to Proposition3.4 and 
Proposition 3.5. 
For the general case, I:/:0, we can conclude as in the second half of the 
proof of Proposition 2.2 due to Proposition 2.1(i). | 
4. CANCELLATION AND UNIMODULAR ELEMENTS Ol B PROJECTIVE MODULES 
OVER DISCRETE HODGE ALGEBRAS 
In this section we prove the main results of this paper. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let I c J be two ideals hz R = A [ X~ ..... X,] generated 
by square free monomials where A is a Noetherian d-dimensional rhzg. Let P 
be a projective module over R/L If either rank P>~ d+ 2 or rank P i> d+ 1 
and l/d! 9 A, then the natural map 
Um(P) --* Um(P/JP) 
with ]= J/l is surjective. 
Proof It suffices to treat the case J= I+hR where h is a square free 
monomial in R. 
First, we consider the case I=  0. We can assume that h = X~... Xk for a 
k, l<~k<.n. Set Q=P/X I . . .XkP  and B=R/X~.. .XkR.  Let zeUm(Q) .  
According to [1, Remark 4.3], we find a peUm(P)  that maps onto the 
image o fz  in P[XIP+ ."  +X,P. Set Q~=Q]zB and Q2=Q/qB, where q 
denotes the image of p in Q. We have 
Q~BOQI~B~Q2 
and by construction 
Q,/,YIQ, + "'" + X,Q,~-Q2/X, Q2+ "'" +-~,,Q2, 
where - denotes the image in B. Because B/X~ B is a polynomial ring, we 
conclude by I'9; 13, Theorem 4.3-] that 
Q,IX, Q, ~- Q212~ Q2. 
Now it is enough to show that QI ~ Q2, because this implies that we can 
find a a e Autn(Q)~ which maps q onto z. By Theorem 3.6, we can lift tr to 
an II 9 Autn(P). Then the element ll(p) maps onto z and lies in Urn(P). 
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If k = 1, then B is a polynomial ring over A and we can apply again I-9; 
13, Theorem4.3] to show that QI-"=Q2. If k> 1, then we can assume by 
induction over k that the images of p and z in P/X2.. .  Xk P are equal, e.g., 
Q I]X2 . . . Xk Q l ~- Qz/.~2 .. . Xk Q2. 
We consider the cartesian diagram 
B , R/.,X'2 . - .X ,R  
1 1 
RIX~ R ' R IXz ' "  Xk R + Xl R 
Due to Theorem 3.6, we can apply Proposition 2.1(ii) giving us Ql -~ Q2. 
For the general case, I r  we can conclude as in the second half of the 
proof of Proposition 2.2 due to Proposition 2.1(iii). II 
Note that in the above statement it is not enough to assume that 
rank P>~d, because there exists a local l-dimensional ring such that 
Pic(A[X]) is not trivial, see [5, Sect. 5]. But it is unclear what happens if 
we consider only free modules: 
Question. Let A be a Noetherian d-dimensional rhtg and R= 
A[X  t .... , X,]. Is for all r and k, 1 <~k ~n, the map 
Um,(R) --, Um,(R/X I . . .  XkR) surjective? 
We know that the answer is positive if r/> d+ 2 or r = d+ 1 and l/d! ~ ,4. 
Every unimodular vector of length ~<2 is the first row of an invertible 
matrix. Hence, in view of Theorem 3.6 we also get an affirmative answer for 
r ~< 2. At the end of this section we will consider in particular the case r = 3. 
The next theorem shows that every "large" projective module over a dis- 
crete Hodge algebra inherits its structure from a projective module over a 
polynomial ring. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let B be a discrete Hodge algebra over a Noetherian 
d-dimensional rhlg A and P a projective module over B. Write B as R/l, 
where I is an ideal generated by mononlials hi R=A[X  l ..... X,]. l f  either 
rank P>~d+l  or rank P>~d and l id !cA,  then there exists a projective 
R-too&de Q, rank Q/> d+ 1 or respectively rank Q >>. d, such that" 
Q/IQ ~ P. 
Proof As noted in Remark 2.4 it is enough to consider the case that I 
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is generated by square free monomials. Due to Theorem 2.2, we find a 
projective R-module S such that 
S/IS~- B~ O P 
for a t >/0. Therefore, it suffices to prove the following claim. 
Clahn. If S/IS ~- B ~ P, then there exists a projective R-module Q such 
that 
Q/IQ ~- P. 
Note that 
implies 
rank P >i m 
rank S o >/m+l  for all ~oDL 
By dividing A into a direct product of rings A~ x .. .  • A, such that A,. has 
no non-trivial idempotent element, it follows easily that in general 
rank S >/m + 1. 
Let qeUm(S/ lS )  denote the image of (1,0) in B@P under the given 
isomorphism. Then 
(S]IS)/qB -~ P 
and due to Proposition4.1, we can lift q to an element z eUm(S) .  
Therefore, the projective module Q = S/zR gives us the claim. I 
Now we can give affirmative answers to Mandal's questions in [7]. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let B be a discrete Hodge algebra over a Noetherian 
d-dimensional rhzg A and P a projective too&de over B, rank P >~ d+ I. 
(i) P has a unbnodular element. 
(ii) P has the cancellation property. 
(iii) I f  hi addition rank P~>2, then EL I (B~P)  acts transitively on 
Urn(B{9 P). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.2 we can find a projective R-module Q, rank Q >~ 
d+ l, such that 
Q/IQ ~- P, 
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where I is an ideal in R=A[XI , . . . ,  X,] generated by monomials and 
B = R/L In view of our claims, we can assume that 
Q/IQ = P. 
By [3], Q has a unimodular element, hence so does P. 
The cancellation property is equivalent to the statement that 
Auts(B@ P) acts transitively on Urn(B@ P). Let ( f  p)e Um(BO P). As in 
Remark 2.4 we consider the surjection 
R/I " , R/J, 
where J is generated by square free monomials and J / l  is nilpotent. Denote 
by - the image modulo J/L By Theorem 4.1 we can lift (f, ` 6) to 
(g, q )EUm(R@Q) .  
Because the cancellation property holds for Q, see [9-1, we obtain 
(g' q) A.t,~"~.O~ (1, O) 
and therefore 
(~ 6) ^ ~ ,~,  (I, o). 
Because J / I  is niipotent, the map 
Auta(B@ P) ~ Auto(B(~ P) 
is surjective and this implies 
(f' P )^utB~ v~ (a, z)e Um(B~ P, J/l). 
a is in fact a unit in B and we conclude 
(a, z) A~,~,~ (1, 0). 
If in addition rank P >~ 2, we have also rank Q >~ 2 and we can request as 
above with [13, Theorem 3.2] that 
(f' P) v.L,(~'~ e~ (a, z)~ Um(B~ P, J/I). 
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P has a unimodular element, say w, and we obtain 
(a, z ,,~ (a, w) ) ELI(B(D p) 
EL'(7~P) (1, W) 
ELI( '~ ) P) (1, 0). II 
423 
then 
and 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let B be a discrete ttodge algebra over a Noetherian 
d-dimensional ring A, l/d! ~ A, and P a projective module over B, rank P t> d. 
Write B as R/I, where R = A[X  l ..... Xn] and I is generated by mononlials. 
Let J be the ideal in B generated by the hnages of X~ ..... X,, hi B. I f  Q is 
another projective B-module such that 
BOQ~B~P 
Q/JQ ~- p/ Jp,  
P~Q.  
Proof We can assume that I is generated by square free monomials, 
compare Remark 2.4. In view of Theorem 4.2, we can find a projective 
R-module S, rank S>/d, such that 
Sf lS ~ - P. 
Denote by (a, p) the image of (1, O)EBE)Q under the given isomorphism 
B~ Q _~ BO S/IS. 
According to Proposition 4.1, (a, p)  lifts to an 
(b, z) ~ Um(R ~ S). 
Set T=R~S/ (b ,  z)R. By construction, we have 
T/IT'~ Q 
and moreover 
T/X ,T+ ... + XnT~-Q/ JQ~-P / JP~-S /X ,S+ ... + XnS. 
The result in [13, Theorem 4.3] for polynomial rings extends also to 
discrete Hodge algebras. 
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If we apply [13, Theorem 4.3] to the equation 
R~S'~RO T, 
we obtain 
T~S,  
which gives us the claim. | 
In particular for unimodular ows of length 3, we can give an answer to 
the question raised in the beginning of this section. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let J be an ideal in R = A [Xl ..... X,] generated by 
square free monomials where A is a Noetherian rhlg, dim A = 3 of  dim A = 4 
and 1/24 ~ A. Then the map 
Um3(R ) --, Um3(R/J )
is surjective. 
For a proof we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.6. Under the asswnptions 'of Proposition4.5 it holds that 
SL,(R, J) acts transitively oll Um,(R, J ) for  ever), r >1 5, J # R. 
Proof. Let fe  Um,(R, J). By [10, Theorem 7.2; 13, Theorem 4.3] there 
exists an 0~ ~ SL,(R) such that 
f . c~= (1, 0 ..... 0). ( , )  
Denote by - the image modulo J. Then 
 (10o) 
for a veR "-I and aeSLr_t(R/ J ) .  By Theorem2.3 we can lift a to an 
element ~, e SL,_ ~(R) and therefore the matrix 
(1 o) 
- -7 - .v  7-  l eSL , (R , J )  
and solves also (,). 
Proof of  Proposition 4.5. Let f~Um3(B)  where B=R/ J  and J :~R. 
There exists an alternating matrix a~SL4(B) With Pfaffian 1 such that 
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the first row of ~ equals (0 , f ) ,  see [11, Sect. 5]. It suffices to find an 
alternating matrix ~*e  SL4(R) that lifts cc 
Because the map WE(R )--* WE(B ) is surjective, see Theorem 2.3, we find 
an alternating matrix f l~SL2r+a(R ) with Pfaffian 1 such that 
P=~" (~ 9 z,)"~', 
where e~E2r+4(B), 7., is as in the proof of Theorem 2.3 and - denotes the 
image modulo J. After lifting e to an element in E2r+4(R), we can assume 
that 
//=~OZr 
and r~>l. The last row of fl equals (o, 0) for a vEUm2~+a(R ) with 
v - (0  ..... 0 , -1 )  modJ .  Now we can conclude as in the proof of 
[11, Lemma5.3 -1 :Lemma4.6  implies easily that we can choose a 
7ESL2r+3(R , J) that maps o onto (0 ..... 0 , -1 ) .  Therefore, we obtain 
(o' 0) 0 
- I  
where  (T~.R (2r+2,2r+2) and CEJ  2r+2. An easy com'putation shows that 
,o) 
Inductively, we find therefore an c e SL2,+4(R, J) such that 
e . fl . e' = ~* ~) Z, 
for an alternating matrix ct*eSL4(R).  But then ct* maps onto ct and this 
proves the claim. II 
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